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Review of Tammy of Luton

Review No. 95760 - Published 2 Feb 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: jimmyredcab
Location 2: Bromley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 1 Feb 2010 14-30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07905598021

The Premises:

Tammy was working from a nice hotel today as she does not have a full time place to work from,
she also visits within a reasonable distance. 

The Lady:

Tammy is slim with fairly small boobs, just as I like them, pretty with a lovely attitude, the sort of girl
you could take on a dinner date --------- personally I don't do dinner dates --- but if i did then she
would be ideal.

The Story:

I have wanted to meet Tammy for ages, she used to work in Hitchin under the name of Regan and
was highly recommended by a few members of the Punternet forum.
I had not actually spoken to her until I was outside the hotel which is unusual for me but because
she had such a good reputation I did not feel the need to speak to her in advance.
I firmly believe that you can tell how a punt is going to turn out within the first few minutes and right
away I felt at ease, despite the fact that I was old enough to be her Grandfather she treated me like
a long lost boyfriend, if all WG's had this skill I would end up bankrupt.
I am normally a 30 minute punter but this lady was well worth spending the hour with, she was up
for most things and seemed to enjoy trying new things, GFE seems to be her speciality but I sensed
a streak of Domination curiosity, maybe I should give her some training.
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